
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)

From: Bennett Little <benlittle@facetedproducts.com>
Sent: May 22, 2020 11:00 AM
To: Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC)
Subject: May 22/20 RE: May 19th/20 following up

Chelsea, good morning – I am just glad to know that you are okay. We’ve never met
(in these days of C19, that seems to be the usual) but you struck me as dedicated and
efficient and I greatly revere those qualities, so I was concerned when I didn’t hear
from you.

Have a great weekend. And I am so reassured (sic) to know that The Donald will not
close the USA down in the event of a 2nd wave – he doesn’t have to worry about a 2nd

wave because, with what he and his cronies are doing, the 1st wave will never
leave ��

Take care,

Bennett

From: Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC) <chelsea.kusnick@canada.ca>
Sent: May 22, 2020 10:31 AM
To: Bennett Little <benlittle@facetedproducts.com>
Subject: RE: May 19th/20 following up

Hi Bennett,

Sorry for the delay in getting back to you.

I have passed along your email to my colleagues in the department. They will reach out to you to follow up.

Let me know if you need anything else.

Best,

Chelsea

From: Bennett Little [mailto:benlittle@facetedproducts.com]
Sent: May 19, 2020 10:33 AM
To: Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC) <chelsea.kusnick@canada.ca>
Subject: May 19th/20 following up
Importance: High

Good morning – I hope that you had a nice holiday weekend.
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I am sure that by now you shudder every time you see my name on your in-bound
queue...then again, you probably shudder every time you see a news article about the
problems with the purchasing of face masks.

Look, you are a Canadian and I am a Canadian and people are getting sick – it’s not
just defective masks or lack of masks, it’s also the false sense of security that comes
with using a mask that the user doesn’t know is defective. Putting it succinctly, I
understand the problems and I also understand how those translated into mistakes,
the results of which are self-evident. It goes without saying that, if those orders had
been awarded to me to fulfill, none of these messes would have occurred – at this
point, as a concerned citizen, I just want to see them rectified, whether I get an order
or not.

I know that Bill Mathews heads the Department but I doubt that he is the primary
decision-maker – is there someone that you could refer me to who might benefit from
my 30 years of experience in China?

Have a good day and stay safe,

Bennett
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